Welcome to the RSA Archer GRC System Policy Management training course.
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This training is presented in a self-paced learning format to offer you convenience and flexibility.
If this is your first time taking a course in this format, here are a few tips and instructions:
User Interface: the intuitive user interface provides navigational aids to help you make your way
through the course. The menu on the left side of the screen lists major sections of the course, as
well as all of the slides by title. You may click through in order or jump to any slide or section.
Player Controls: the bottom of the screen has player controls for you to start or stop the presentation
and to move backwards or forwards through the slides.
Course Continuation: you can close the browser window to exit the program completely. If you
have not completed the course, you are prompted to resume at the same spot when you return.

Attachments: the Resources menu at the top of your screen provides you with a link to
downloadable course slides used in this course. The script for the audio portion of this course is
included in the notes. You may wish to download the slides to use as a reference at a later time.
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This training course will cover the following topics:
• An overview of the RSA Archer GRC system
• General navigation of the interface.
• Instruction on how to manage records in the system.
• Then, we’ll get into the use of the RSA Archer GRC system within Texas state
organizations for policy management. In this section, we will describe how to
create a policy, control procedure, and exception request.
• Next, we’ll describe how to create a security plan template, touch on the inline
editing feature, and explore archived templates.
• Finally, we’ll wrap up with some instruction on how to search for records and
save those searches as reports.
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First, let’s talk about the system as a whole.
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There are a number of benefits to the RSA Archer GRC system. Archer allows you to
consolidate all of your data into a single location that is accessible from anywhere you have
internet access, instead of keeping information in spreadsheets, or other local files.
Once you make a change to data in one location, anywhere else that that data is referenced, the
information is also updated. This allows you to do things like change the phone number for a
person and anywhere that phone number is referenced, it is updated there as well.
Access to data housed in the system can be controlled all the way down to an individual user
level. This means that someone at an organization level may only be able to view information
related to her organization, but someone in the main DIR office may be able to view information
across all organizations.
And finally, the system allows for a lot of business processes to be automated. No longer will
you need to manually email someone each time something happens – when you log certain
information into the system, the system will automatically send an email for you.
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With Archer, organizations can complete the Security Plan that they are required by
legislature to complete biennially. They can also relate Findings to Control
Procedures, and create and track Exception Requests and Remediation Plans on a
centralized platform.
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The same processes that have historically been done using email, meetings, and spreadsheets can now be
handled through a single system. This ultimately makes roll-up reporting possible and gives the business
as a whole better access to policies, authoritative sources, and control maturity levels.
In the system, you will be able to:
• Create Policies and Control Procedures specific to your organization
• Create Exception Requests and Remediation Plans to address Findings
• Assess control maturity levels and plan implementation strategies
There are a large number of reports that have been created for your use. The flexibility of Archer gives
you the ability to create and export or print your data in a variety of ways. The information found in this
system is confidential. Given the flexibility of the system, we cannot mark everything that is printed from
this system as confidential. You will want to mark printed materials from this system according to your
organization’s classification/confidentiality requirements.
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Some important notes about access within the system:
• User accounts are assigned roles that enable what each user is allowed to do and
see. It is entirely possible that two users sitting side by side and logged into their
own accounts will see drastically different views of the same or different data.
• User roles simply grant the most possible access allowed to a user. Depending
on the status of a record or other factors, user interaction may be further limited.
• Access can be defined all the way down to an individual field level.
• Based on how the system is configured, you may encounter multiple ways to
perform similar tasks. For example, a New icon may indeed allow you to add a
new record, but defined processes may recommend that you create the new
records from an alternate location in order for additional relationships between
records to be created.
We will talk more about the proper paths to follow as we dig into the DIR-Texasspecific workflows a little later in this course.
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When working with data, it is important to understand Archer terminology as it will be
referred throughout this training:

• Policy Management is a Solution, often presented as the overarching tab in the top
toolbar.
• Policy Management is also an Application in this case; a subsection of the Policy
Management solution.
• The Exception Request record stores information pertaining to one exception. You can
search for several records within an application.
• The Submitter field contains a specific piece of information relevant to the record.
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Now it’s time to explore the interface components of the system.
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The first step for working with the RSA Archer functions is to log in to the system.

To log in, you must have an active Archer user account set up by the Archer
administrator. The user account includes your contact information, password and
access rights within the system.
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Once logged into Archer, you will notice the interface is divided up into a number
of areas. Your view of the data may differ compared to what you see here, but the
interface components will be the same.

The body of the interface is made up of one or more Workspace tabs. A Workspace
is a tab and everything that falls below that tab, including the Navigation Menu and
one or more Dashboards.
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A Workspace can contain one or more Dashboards, which are collections of
windows that have been set up to display some kind of content. To switch between
Dashboards on the same Workspace, use the Dashboard dropdown located at the top
of the Workspace.
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The windows that comprise a Dashboard are called iViews. iViews most often are
configured to display reports, but they can also display an embedded URL, custom
content, videos, and other information as defined by the administrator. Each iView
can be resized by a simple click-and-drag. The full version of a report shown within
an iView can be accessed by clicking the small arrow in the upper right corner of
the iView and selecting the Display Report option. To view other reports included
within an iView, simply select the desired report from the dropdown menu at the top
of the iView.

Take some time to explore the information displayed in the iViews you see when
you log in. Links to actions like adding data or displaying records may be found,
and you can click into any of the reports you see to access more information about
the data comprising those reports. Dashboards and iViews are a great way to find
quick links and relevant data. Becoming familiar with these screens will improve
your overall Archer experience.
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The collapsible Navigation Menu is another way to interact with data in Archer.
Let’s go to the next slide for further explanation.
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Unique to each Workspace, the navigation menu allows you to search for records,
add new records, display records, and display reports. In this example, the user
logged in can do a number of things within the Issue Management application,
including searching for a record, adding a new record to the system, and displaying
all of the Exception Requests records the user can access. Notice there is also the
option to view records filtered by a number of different options, including by DIR
Security Control Catalog, Overall Status, Reviewer, and Submitter. Clicking the
Reports link will open a listing of all Exception Request-related reports that have
been established in the system.
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Records are set up in a standardized format across Archer, regardless of how you’re
using the system. Let’s take a look at how to work with these records.
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For this set of screenshots, we have chosen to display all Exception Request records
that the user currently logged in can access. You’ll see the Exception ID is
underlined. When objects are listed on a page in underlined form, it indicates that
the object name serves as a hyperlink to display additional information. In the
example shown here, if we click on the Exception ID, the complete record for this
exception would be opened to view the record’s details.
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When you have a record open, you’ll notice a toolbar that runs across the top of the record. One
or more of these icons may be disabled based on your level of access. However, an explanation of
each icon is as follows:
• New creates a new record.
• Copy creates a copy of the record you are currently viewing.
• Save saves any changes you have made to the record and closes the record. You will be taken
back to the previously viewed page.

• Apply saves any changes you have made to the record, but leaves the record open in Edit mode
so that you can continue working within the record.
• The View icon is only visible when you are working in Edit mode. Clicking View will take
you to the read-only view of the record. This is often used to check formatting in text areas.
• The Edit icon is only visible when you are viewing the record in read-only view. Clicking Edit
will open the record for editing.
• Delete deletes the record. You will first be prompted with a message confirming that you do
want to delete the record. Once you delete a record, there is no way to undo the deletion.
(Note: this icon is typically disabled for most users.)
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On the right side of the toolbar, we have these icons:
• The Related icon opens a relationship visualization showing related records and applications. From here you can
see displayed fields of the record, and jump to any record associated to it.

• The Recalculate button refreshes the fields so any fields capturing calculations are up to date.
• You may click the Export icon to export a record to a number of different formats (Rich Text, Excel, PDF, etc.)
Clicking this icon will prompt you to select a format and the record will subsequently be exported. This is often
used if you need to save a record to send via email to someone who does not have Archer access.
• Upon clicking the Print icon, a Print Preview window will open from which you may print the record.
• The Email icon will prompt a new email message to be created in your default email program. The new email
message will include a link to the record you are currently viewing. The recipient of the email will have to login
to Archer in order to view the record you have linked via email.
• The Question Mark icon opens context-sensitive help that will remind you of your options on this screen.

• The X icon will close you out of the record and return you to the previously viewed screen. Use of this icon will
NOT save any changes you have made to the record.
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It is essential that we call out the importance of manually saving your work. The RSA
Archer system will not automatically or periodically save your data. As you make changes
to records, be sure to click Apply to save and continue working, or click Save to save and
close the record. This is true of all areas of Archer. If you navigate away from a screen on
which you have made changes, no warning message or prompt is given for you to save your
changes.
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Let’s move into the Policy Management section of Archer.
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Within the Policy Management workspace, you can switch from the Policy
Exception dashboard to the Policy Management dashboard by using the dropdown
menu at the top. In this dashboard, you can see the TAC 202 policies and your
organization’s policies. There are also iViews on the Control Catalog by Top
Authoritative Sources, Organizational Security Controls, and Control Catalog
Reporting.
Let’s start by examining TAC 202 policies in this Policy Management workspace.
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By default, the only policies available are those pertaining to TAC 202, but you do
have the option to add your own policies, which we’ll see momentarily. These
screenshots display what opens when clicking on a TAC 202 policy from the
dashboard iView.
Notice it is set up in an outline format, with the policy statement at the top, followed
by indented sections and areas. These policies are here for your reference and can
be accessed at any time.
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Also from the TAC 202 iView, you can access the State of Texas Security Control
Catalog. The state of Texas has adopted 265 NIST 800-53 controls, which are all
listed in the system, but not every organization uses all of the controls. You can see
if the control is state-mandated from this view, as well as the Description, State
Implementation Date, and an example.
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Let’s look at creating new Policies.
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From the dashboard, there is the option to open My Organization’s Policies.
Clicking that link opens a summary view of any policies created specifically for
your organization. Only the Security Office and IRM roles can create new policies
in the system, and they’ll begin by selecting the New icon.
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The first window to open will ask you to select the data level of the new policy:
either Policy, Area, or Section. Policies often come from a long Word document,
broken up by areas and sections. Recall policies in the system are also displayed in
an outline format, so this selection essentially tells the system where in the outline
this piece of information belongs. Keep your original document in mind when
converting it to records in the system.
Information about each level is provided in the window. At a high level, policies are
the broad principle statement, areas describe an area of focus for the policy, and
sections provide an additional level of grouping. Click Continue once the correct
level is selected.
It is also important to note at this stage that new Policies or Control Procedures will
not be automatically mapped or linked to Risk Assessments.
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For training purposes, we are looking at a complete policy, but when you create a
new policy record, each of these fields will be blank.

Begin with the General tab:
• Create a Policy Name and ID. Here is where DIR asks you to come up with a
unique labeling system for your organization, including adding your agency
number to the end of these fields. In this example, the Organization Number is 0.
Both the Policy Name and Policy ID is followed by a dash and a zero. DIR asks
you to identify your organization so that user access rights are appropriately
assigned and so that policy names and IDs are unique to your organization.
• The Status field will be updated as the policy goes through different stages:
Under Review, Published, or Retired.

• Select the policy Domain by clicking the ellipsis button to open a values popup.
• Provide a Policy Statement and Purpose. This is where you can likely copy and
paste the information from a portion of your original policy document.
There are a few more fields in the Policy section that we will explore on the next
slide.
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Continuing through the Policy section:
• Provide a Policy Scope.
• Identify the Areas of Reference and your Organization number.
Below this Policy section are tabs on Policy Management and Control Standards.
We’ll look at those next.
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The Policy Management tab displays the Policy Owner and Published Date. Policies
that have been previously built into the system will not designate a Policy Owner or
Publish date.
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The Control Standards tab provides a place to link this Policy to NIST Control
Standards from the system library. Click the Lookup link and check the box next to
the relevant Control Standards. Click OK to associate them to the record.
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Once your Policy record is complete, click the Save icon to return to your
organization’s policies. You should see the new policy in your Summary View.
Continue adding records until your full policy is in the system.
Let’s take a quick look at a Policy Area record. Click the New icon again to create
another record.
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To create an Area record, select the Area level from the window and click Continue.
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In the Policy Area record:
• Add an Area Name and ID using the same unique labeling chosen for the policy
record.

• Provide the Area Statement and Introduction – likely more pasted information
from your document.
• Identify the Policy Reference which is where the Area will belong. You will also
see referenced Sections in this area once they are associated.
• The section on Control Standards works the same way as in the Policy record –
click the Lookup link to associate the Area to NIST standards.
When the information is complete, click the Save icon to return to your
Organization’s Policies.
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Click into your policy and view your complete Area record in the Area References
field. Click the New icon to create another record; we’ll look at a Section record
next.
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Creating a Section is similar to creating an Area: select the Section level from the
first window, and complete the Section information. Again, be sure to include your
organization's labeling system in the Section Name and ID. Associate the Area
where this section belongs, and any related NIST Control Standards. Save the
record and click into the associated Area record.
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Your complete Section record will appear in the Area record in the Section
Reference field. Repeat these steps until your full policy is recorded in the system.
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Let’s return to the Policy Management workspace to explore the remaining iViews.
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Here, we’ve gone back to the Policy Management Dashboard. Under My
Organization’s Policies is a graph on the Control Catalog by Top Authoritative
Sources. Authoritative Sources in Archer are the governed documentation requiring
specific actions be taken by organizations: NIST, HIPAA, U.S State Privacy Laws,
EU Privacy Acts, and more are listed.
Here, you can see 192 Controls are related to NIST, 108 are related to BASEL II, 96
are related to HIPAA: Security, and so on. This is another reference item for you. If
you need to see all controls related to the Security side of HIPAA, you can click the
green bar to open a record listing of those 96 control records.
Note Authoritative Sources are also accessible through the Navigation Menu on the
left side of the screen. Recall you can expand the Menu using the arrows at the top.
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The next piece of the dashboard provides a look at your Organization’s Security
Controls. DIR has copied the 265 controls from the state catalog, and made them
specific to each organization so the Security Office and IRM can edit each control
to better suit it to your organization. We’ll look at a specific example in a moment.
The default display shows the full list of Controls, but you can switch views using
the dropdown menu. Other options include your organization’s Security Controls
Tied to Key Controls, Controls by Total Open Findings, and Controls by Functional
Area.
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These organization-specific Security Controls are labeled as Control Procedures in
Archer. When you select a Control from the dashboard, you will see the full record
open up, giving you general information, implementation steps and dates, and
Findings linked to the Control. Also notice the Procedure ID here includes the
Organization Number. Let’s look at what you can edit in a Control Procedure.
Each organization can modify the standard to make it even more stringent and put
in their own effective dates or specific steps. Both the ISO and IRM roles can create
and edit procedures within the Control Procedures application. All other users have
access to view them. Over the next few slides, we’ll outline how to create a Control
Procedure, and how to create Findings and Exceptions from within a Control
Procedure.
To create a new Control Procedure, you can click New Record in the Navigation
Menu, or the New icon from the Records view of Control Procedures.
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Once you click the Edit icon, you’ll notice the General Information section remains
in read-only view, but let’s take a look at Implementation.
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In the Implementation section, you will see fields regarding both State and
Organization-specific implementation. When we look at creating Control
Procedures from scratch, you will not see the State Implementation fields. Here,
you can edit the Procedure to fit your organization’s requirements.
• First, indicate whether the control is required by your organization.
• Then, select an Organization Implementation Date. The State Implementation
Date here is February 1, 2017, but if your organization wants to have this control
implemented by October 1, 2016, you can set a more stringent target date.
• Provide Organization Implementation details. A lot of the time, the Control
Description in the General Information section will have specified Assignments
for the organization. In this Control, each organization needs to define the
frequency with which they will update access agreements. Since that field is
read-only, you can copy and paste the text from the Description into the
Organization Implementation text box and edit the assignments.
• Finally, update the Testing Procedures if your organization plans to follow
different steps than those already listed.
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Below the Implementation section are sections on Findings, Finding Statistics, and
Exceptions. In the Findings Statistics section, you can view the Total Open
Findings, Total of all Findings – whether open or closed, Total Exceptions, and the
Number of Assessments. These statistics are populated based on the associated
Control Standards in the Control Catalog and Key Controls tab. You can manually
edit the Number of Assessments, but all other fields are not editable.
Findings are created when Control Assessments are completed on the associated
Control Standards, and will appear in the Procedure in this Findings section. If you
know the Control Procedure should have a specific Finding associated to it, click
the Lookup link to find the appropriate Finding.
The Exceptions section exists for the cases in which a Control cannot be
implemented. You can add an exception, or look up an existing one. Please refer to
the Policy Exception Management section of this training for details on exception
requests.
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The Control Catalog and Key Controls sub-tab is another area of reference for you.
You can see which Security Plan Template Key Controls and Control Standards are
associated to the Control Procedure, and which areas it satisfies under NIST. The
assessments completed to evaluate the Control Standards can be found by clicking
into the Control Standard record. You have the option to look up further Key
Controls and Control Standards to relate to this Control Procedure.
In the NIST section, you can populate the fields based on which categories in the
security plan template the procedure addresses. In this example, our procedure on
access agreements falls under the Protect Functional Area, and is related to
Personnel Security in the Functional Sub-Area. The specific NIST Requirement can
also be provided.
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When your Control Procedure record is complete, be sure to save your changes.
Return to the same record to ensure the updates you made have been properly
recorded.
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Now let’s take a look at creating Control Procedures. The Security Office or IRM
roles can create Control Procedures by either clicking on the New icon from an
existing Procedure, or going through the Navigation Menu. Creating new
Procedures will look similar to editing them, but more fields are available for you to
manually add information. We’ll go through those fields next.
Please remember that new Control Procedures will not be automatically linked to
Risk Assessments.
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When creating a Control Procedure there are a number of required fields to
complete, denoted by the red asterisk. Different from editing an existing Procedure,
you now have influence over the General Information section. Begin by creating a
Procedure ID. When you first open the new record, you will see an ID example that
reminds you to include your organization’s number.
Next, identify your Organization and give your procedure a Name and Description.
The Status can either be Active or Inactive. Procedures currently in use should
remain in Active status.
The last field in the General Information section calls for a Risk Statement. It is
optional, but if your procedures yield any kind of risk to the organization, it will
benefit you to explain potential threats.
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As previously mentioned, when creating a Control Procedure, you will only see the
Organization’s implementation information here – the state information is only
added to procedures adopted by the state.
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The same fields are available for editing in these final sub-tabs. Again, the Statistics
and Findings are pulled from the assessments completed on referenced Control
Standards.
The same information previously explored can also be provided in the Control
Catalog and Key Controls sub-tab.
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When your record is complete, save the changes and return to the My
Organizational Security Controls iView on the dashboard. Confirm your new
Control Procedure is included in this section.
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Let’s take a look at the Policy Exception Management dashboard.
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Still within the Policy Management workspace, you can click the dropdown menu at
the top of the page to switch to the Policy Exception dashboard. On this dashboard,
you will see a number of useful iViews. The Policy Exception Summary gives you
a brief statement on the application’s purpose. You can use the Policy Exception
Quick Links to be taken directly to the full list of exception requests or to a new
exception request record.
The Exception Requests Overview iView displays reports of the filter described in
the dropdown menu. You can access the data in these reports by clicking the bars.
The My Policy Exception Requests iView displays the exceptions you have
submitted. The Exception Status iView displays the Exceptions according to the
filter specified in the dropdown menu.
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Almost every user can create Exception Requests, but only the identified reviewer,
ISO, and IRM can approve the exceptions. Most users will need to go through the
Policy Exception Management Workspace just shown, though users on the Security
Office team or IRM can add Exceptions directly from a Control Procedure.
Whichever way you add the Exception, it will look like the record on the screen.
You can begin in the General Information section:
• Identify the Submitter if your name does not already appear in the field.
• Provide your Organization number.
• Update the Submission Status and Submit Date as needed.
• The Requested Expiration Date will be populated by the Submitter. When the
Reviewer looks over the record, they will submit a final Expiration Date that
may or may not be the same as the Requested Date. Emails will be sent to the
submitter when an exception is approaching its expiration date.
• Identify a Reviewer to review and approve the record. The Reviewer may be
any user in the system; it’s not limited to the ISO or IRM. When the record is
complete and ready for review, the Reviewer will receive a notification.
There are a few fields left to complete in the Purpose section.
• The DIR Security Control Catalog field may auto-populate based on where you
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created the exception. If it is not already populated, click the ellipsis button to select the
DIR Control.
• Do the same for the Organizational Control Catalog as necessary.
• Attach any Findings related to these Controls.
Be sure to click Apply often to save your work and remain on the same page.
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The next section covers the Exception Declaration. Provide a Description of the
Exception, the Business Justification for accepting the risk, and what Impact the
exception might have on the business. Note the Exception Description and
Business Justification are required fields, while the Business Impact is optional.
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The sections at the bottom of the record provide the options to add Compensating
Controls, Exception Requests Attachments, and Related Exception Requests.

Identify any controls that compensate for the exception. You can either select from a
Control in the system, or provide a description of other controls that may be in place
in the Additional Compensating Controls text box. Attach related documentation if
necessary, and look up other exception requests related to this one.
When the Exception Request is ready for submission, change the Submission Status
to Submit for Review and save the record. This will send a notification to the
Reviewer you previously identified.
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When the Exception Request has been submitted, the Reviewer will go into the
system and review the record.
• The Reviewer will ultimately decide whether to accept or reject the exception in
the Review Status field.
• Provide the Reviewer Role if desired and select the Review Date.
• The Requested Expiration Date will appear in the Submitter Requested Date
field. The Reviewer can decide whether the requested date is reasonable, or if it
needs to be moved, and record the final date in the Approval Expiration Date
field.
• The Reviewer can also provide a Risk Rating to indicate how risky it will be to
accept the risk in question, and provide justification for the selection in the Risk
Description field.

• The Reviewer Comments and Conditions text box can be used to provide extra
notes on the exception, or to list any caveats. For example, the Reviewer can
indicate the Exception will be approved under the condition that the Submitter
add another Compensating Control to this risk.
Finally, if there is documentation to attach, it can be attached to the Review
Attachments section.
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If the Reviewer decides to reject the Exception, the Submitter will need to go back into the
record to make updates and resubmit it for approval. If the Reviewer approves the Exception,
the Submitter’s job is done.
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When you are finished with the Exception, confirm you can find it recorded in the
system. It should appear on the Policy Exception Management dashboard. You can
use either the Exception Requests Overview graph to find your exception if you
know what Status it holds, or you can locate it using one of the dropdown menu
options in the My Exception Requests iView.
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Now, let’s dig into the applications that make up the Security Plan Template
solution.
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Just a few quick notes before we dive into the solution:
• Security Plan Templates need to be submitted by October 15 of even-numbered
years.

• If your Organization submitted the Security Plan Template using the excel sheet
provided by DIR in 2014, your data has been recorded and archived in Archer.
• If your organization submitted the Security Plan in a different form in 2014, you
will not have archived data.
• Finally, DIR hopes you can use this application to monitor your Controls on a
regular basis – not just when it comes time to submit the Controls to DIR.
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On the Security Plan Template dashboard, you will see similar iViews as in the
Policy Exception Management dashboard: a solution Summary, Contact
Information, a Confidentiality Statement, and Quick Links. The Quick Links
featured in this dashboard all relate to Inline Editing, which is a quick way to make
a lot of updates to your organization’s key controls. We’ll take a closer look at inline
editing later in this training.
The next iView holds the Security Plan Template Overall Record. Each
organization needs to submit 40 Key Controls, and instead of submitting each of
those Controls individually, DIR has created one Security Plan Template Overall
Record to house all 40 of those Key Controls. This way you are only submitting
one Overall record once each Control has been updated. You will only see your
organization’s Overall Record.
The Security Plan Template iView displays each of the 40 Key Controls so you can
quickly access a specific Control from the Dashboard if necessary. This iView also
serves to display how many of your Controls have been Reviewed, and how many
still need to be completed. You will only see your organization’s Controls here, as
well.
Let’s first look at the Security Plan Template Overall Record.
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Here, we have opened the Security Plan Template Overall Record and clicked the
Edit icon to enter Edit mode. You’ll first see a section on General Information.
View identifying information on the record including the Tracking ID, Organization
Number, and Organization Name here. You can update the Record Version,
Submitter name, Submission Status, and Submission Date.
The Security Plan Controls section is where you can find the 40 Controls that must
be submitted. If you have archived data from 2014, you will need to document the
differences between the previous submission, and where your Controls stand now.
If not, you will follow the same process, but you will not have the data from 2014 in
the system.
The next step will be to make updates to the Controls. To do that, you can either go
into each Control individually, or use the inline editing feature. We’ll look at both,
but let’s start with clicking into a Control record.
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In edit mode on the first listed Key Control, note the only field you can edit in the
General Information section is whether the Control Review has been completed by
the Security Office. This field exists for internal use in your organization – you can
use this field to flag the Control as Incomplete, or mark it as Complete when you
finish updating it.
In the Relevant Controls section, you can add the specific activities in place within
your organization to carry out the Control.
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Under the Relevant Controls section is a section for Associated Controls. These are
Control Procedures related to this Key Control. You can see how many assessment
findings you have which may help you determine the maturity level of the key
control. Be sure to click View All to see the full list of Associated Controls.
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The next step in the Key Control is to update the Key Control Maturity Levels.
You’ll read the descriptions at each level, and determine where your organization
falls within those categories. In this example, 50% of Organization 0 falls under
Level 4 maturity, where its “structure supports a focus on privacy and
confidentiality,” and it “uses an established risk management framework to measure
and evaluate risk and integrate improvements beyond the requirements of applicable
regulations.” For Levels 4 and 5, you are asked to provide comments on how the
effectiveness of the Control is measured.
Your total percentage across all levels needs to add up to 100%. If not, you will see
a red X in the % = 100 field in the General Information section.
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After the Levels of Maturity are complete, move into the section on the Challenges
to Implementation and the Roadmap. Identify any challenges to implementation
your organization faces, and attach any documentation surrounding those challenges
if desired.
Your Organization should use the Roadmap section to plan out how to improve the
implementation of a Control. You can mark the Organizational Priority of the
Roadmap, select target Dates, and provide a plan in the Roadmap text box. The
Status can also be tracked, and you can add attachments. We’ll take a moment here
to show you where the Roadmap information can be tracked on the Dashboard.
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On the Security Plan Template dashboard, you’ll see an iView on Security Plan
Template Control Reports by Organizational Priority. The Organizational Priority
in the title refers to the Priority assigned to the Roadmap. In this example, 37 Key
Controls do not currently have a priority assigned to the Roadmap, 1 Key Control
has a Medium Priority, and 2 have a High Priority. You can click on the bar graph
to quickly view your Key Controls with an important Roadmap priority.
Now let’s return to our Key Control record.
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The Scores and Results section displays the percentage complete, and the Average
Maturity Level. In this example, Levels 4 and 5 were both at 50%, so Archer
displays the lower maturity level as the average. As another example, if you have
20% Level 2 maturity, 50% Level 3 maturity, and 30% Level 4 maturity, your
Average level will display as Level 3.
You can also find the Total Open Findings, and Total Findings, whether Open or
Closed.
The Archived Security Plan Template section displays previously submitted
Security Plans. Here, we can see that in 2014 Organization 0 had no privacy policy
at all.
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When you are finished updating your Key Control, save your changes and return to
the Security Plan Template Overall Record to confirm your updates have been
recorded. You can then move on to the next Key Control.
Let’s take a look at another approach to updating the Key Controls.
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You can edit your Organization’s Maturity Levels using the Inline Editing feature to
expedite the process. You can either click the Enable Inline Edit link, or enter the
Edit mode to reveal the inline editing. You can edit any column with a pencil icon
next to it. Click directly into the field you want to update. You can type in a new
percentage, select a different Organizational Priority, and even edit the Roadmap or
Challenges.
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As you make changes to each record, a save icon will appear on the right side of the
screen. Please note that each icon only saves changes to the record in which it
appears. To save all of your changes, click the Save Changes button at the top of the
screen.
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When all of your Key Controls have been updated, you can identify who needs to
complete the Management Approval section. Then change the Submission Status in
the General Information section to Management Approval In Process. The Approver
in your Organization will complete a review of the Security Plan Template Overall
Record, make Comments, and provide any necessary attachments.
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When the Management Approval section has been completed, the Approver will
change the Submission Status to Submitted to DIR and save the record. DIR will
receive a notification that your organization’s Security Plan Template is ready for
review.
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Let’s go back to the Security Plan Template Dashboard. The last piece of the
dashboard displays Controls by a specific filter. Here, it is by Total Open Findings,
but you can also see the Controls sorted by Functional Area or view your
Organization’s Controls tied to the Key Controls.
These reports are also interactive in that you can click one of the bars on the bar
graph to be taken directly to the categorized set of records. For example, you can
click the Media Security Control bar to see the 12 open findings in that category.
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The next stage of this training is a brief quiz to check your learning. Click Next to
continue.
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Now that you know how to work with policy-related records in Archer, let’s talk
about how you can go back and find records at a later time.
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Searching gives you the ability to locate specific records within content applications
and to display values from multiple records on your screen. After running a search,
you can save the search criteria as a named report, enabling you to easily access
your search results at any time.

The application provides two primary methods of searching:
• Quick Search (from the top frame)

• Advanced Search (from the Navigation Menu)
• Statistics Searching allows you to create charts and graphs
• Creating Reports is simply a process to save the searches you have created
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The Quick Search feature in the top frame of the interface allows you to perform a
keyword search in multiple Applications within a single Solution. The first selection
in the dropdown will default to the first Solution in the current Workspace, but you
may select another Solution to search, or even search the Internet using Bing. A list
of your recently used keywords will appear at the bottom of the dropdown menu.

In this example, we have searched for the word “Control” in the Risk Assessments
solution. The listing at the top of the search results shows us that 48 records were
found that contain that keyword: 8 Application Assessment records, 10 Applications
records, 13 Information Types records, and so on. Clicking any of the application
names would lead us to a subset of the overall search results. Clicking a hyperlink
in the search results shown below will take us to the linked record.
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You can use a widely accepted set of search operators to produce complex keyword searches. You may be
familiar with some of these.
• Running a search using a Single Keyword Term searches the system for all records containing that word. In
this case, it will return a listing of all records with the word document in it.
• When searching a Phrase, such as “important document,” it is essential to enclose your phrase in quotation
marks. If you do not use quotation marks, your search will return all records that contain the term “important”
OR the term “document.”
• Boolean Operators allow you to include or exclude terms using capitalized operators of AND, OR, and NOT.
You must capitalize each operator in order to run your search effectively.
o Using AND returns records including both terms “Important” and “Document”
o Using OR returns records including either “Important” or “Document”
o Using NOT returns records including the term “Important” but not the term “Document”
• The Wildcard operator can either be for a single character or a whole term.
o The most common way to run a single character wildcard search is to place a question mark in place
of any letter in the word. Running this wildcard search will return any records that might have a typo
in the term. In this example, we have replaced the “u” in document with a question mark (doc?ment).
The search will return records such as docoment, dockment, and docament. All letters in the term will
be matched, but the question mark tells the system to look for any character in that spot.
o Searching an entire term as a wildcard search looks a little different. Use an asterisk after a string of
characters to include terms that match your specified characters, and any characters the system finds
attached to them. For example, a search on document* will return documents, documenting, and
documented.
• A Fuzzy Search returns all records that contain the term “document” and any other term that is similar in
spelling. Fuzzy searching enables you to search for keywords that may be misspelled within records, so if you
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search for “document~", your search will also return records that contain “dokument," “documant,"
etc. Please note that the tilde symbol (~) must appear directly after the term with no space between
the term and the symbol.
• A Grouping search combines Boolean operators to search for a specific string of terms. In this
example, we have (important OR urgent) AND document. This search will return records including
“important document” and “urgent document.”
• The Proximity search returns records in which the keywords are within the specified number of
words from each other. In the example given, records will be returned only where “important” OR
“urgent” is within 5 words of the word “document”.
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From the Navigation Menu, you can execute an advanced Search by clicking the
Search Records link under any content application.

Clicking this link opens the Search page for that application, which enables you to
keyword search for specific records, to format the display of your search results and
to define filter criteria to narrow the results of your searches.
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The Keyword Search option allows for the same search operators as the Quick
Search. Unlike the Quick Search, which searches all Applications in a single
Module, the Keyword Search on the Advanced Search page searches within a single
Application. This allows for a more targeted search. If you create a relationship
between two applications, you can use the ellipsis button to request that the
keyword be searched in both applications. We’ll explore that on the next slide.
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In the Fields to Display section, you can select the fields of data that should display
in your search results. Once you have selected your fields to display, you can also
arrange those fields so they display in the desired order.

If the application you are searching in is related to another, you can click Add New
Relationship to create a searching relationship between the Applications. You can
then select fields from the related application to display in your search results.

Once you have created relationships for searching purposes, you can click the
Configure Relationships link to require the system to only return records from the
first application that also have a related record within the second application. For
example, you might show all Control Procedures that have one or more Exceptions
associated to them.
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The Filters section allows you to specify a subset of information to be found. For
example, if you wanted to look for all Exception Requests with an Overall Status of
Approved, you would filter on the Overall Status field to Equal “Approved.” You
can combine multiple filters, and can also specify the logic to be used related to the
filters, such as “(filter 1 AND filter 2) OR filter 3.”
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If you want to create a report in an application with a field that references user
accounts, you can filter your search results so they display only records relevant to
the user who is viewing them.
The "Current User" filter allows you to create a report that dynamically adjusts
content based on the user executing the report. For example, you could create a “My
Plans” report for your Plan Managers team.
• When Plan Manager A executes the report, only the plans assigned to him would
be displayed.
• When Plan Manager B executes the report, only the plans assigned to her would
be displayed.

Using this feature, you can create a report that will display information dynamically,
dependent upon the current user.
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The Sorting section allows you to define how you want the search results to be
sorted. If you do not specify any sorting here, the records will be sorted based on
their key fields. You can always click on column headers in the actual search results
to sort the results later as well.
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Six display options are available for standard searches:
• Column - Hierarchical
• Column - Flat
• Row
• Summary
• Card
• Calendar
In addition, you may adjust the number of results returned per page and/or opt to
only display a finite total of records (i.e. display only 10 of the possible 5,000
records.)

Just as you can freeze the top row of cells in Excel to serve as column headers, you
can perform a similar function in Archer by fixing the headers in a search.
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The column display options are hierarchical and flat. Hierarchical results will allow
you to group your results by a common field. Flat results look similar to a simple
spreadsheet with all selected fields displayed in a grid.
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The Row format allows you to create a clean report with each record’s fields
separated from the one below by a horizontal line.
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The Summary option allows you to display results in a block format. The values in
each selected field are shown, but the actual field names are excluded in this view.
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The Card display option allows you to mimic the Microsoft Outlook Contacts view.
Only a small number of fields will be shown in this view, regardless of how many
fields are selected for display.
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The Calendar display option allows you to plot dates in a calendar format, and you
can specify different colors for different fields (for example, a “Reported Date” field
might be displayed in red, and a “Resolved Date” field in green.) The Calendar
option allows you to display results in day, week, and month views. Each calendar
item includes an iCalendar icon to allow users to easily add important dates to their
own Outlook calendars.
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Any time you run a search, you will see a new toolbar at the top of the search
results.
• New – allows you to add a new record to the primary application from your
results.
• Modify – allows you to redefine your search criteria and run the search again.
• Save – allows you to save your search criteria as a report that can be executed as
often as you wish.

• Reports – allows to quickly execute reports previously saved from the primary
application of your search.
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• Refresh – re-runs the same search again to display the records that now match the
search criteria.
• Export – allows you to export the records from your search into a variety of
available formats.
• Print – allows you to print your search results.
• Email – this icon becomes active only after you have saved search results as a
report. Clicking this icon will open a new email message that includes a link to
the saved report. Just as with the linked emails you can send from an individual
record, the recipient of the email must have appropriate access rights established
to access the link. The actual report itself is not sent with this icon.
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Within each Search Results page, there is an Options dropdown menu in the upper
right corner. Depending on the type of search run, you may see the following
options:

• Hide Grouping – Selecting to hide the grouping option will remove the gray
“grouping” area that appears just below the same bar that includes the Options
dropdown menu.
• Modify Results Per Page – This option allows you to extend (or reduce) the
number of results returned per page. Options include 10 through 250 results per
page.
• Change Report Format – This option allows you to change the search results
format displayed without having to return to the Display Options section of the
Advanced Search page.
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The Search page also provides controls for creating statistical reports by grouping and
aggregating field values. To run a statistics search, complete the following steps:

1. Select the Statistics Mode checkbox, which is located under the Available list in the
Fields to Display section. Selecting this option will clear any selected display fields,
enabling you to create your statistical report from scratch.
2. Add the field(s) on which you want to apply grouping or aggregate functions.
3. Select the grouping or aggregate function you want to apply. Grouping and aggregate
functions include the following options:
•

Group by / Group by (day, week, month, quarter)

•

Count Of

•

Average Of (numeric and voting fields only)

•

Median (numeric and voting fields only) – This is the centermost value

•

Mode (numeric and voting fields only) – This is the value that occurs most often

•

Sum Of (numeric and voting fields only)

•

Minimum (date, numeric and voting fields only)

•

Maximum (date, numeric and voting fields only)

4. Run your search.
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When you execute a statistics search, the results of your search will initially display
as statistical data in a table. Assuming your search results are chartable, a new
Charting toolbar will appear at the top of the search results. This toolbar allows you
to display this data in chart form, which provides you with a more concise, visual
presentation of the information. We will discuss each of these toolbar options in a
moment.

To enable the charting feature, the “Group by” function must be the first function
listed in the Selected pane within the Fields to Display section on the Advanced
Search page. If an aggregate function is listed first, the Charting toolbar will not
display.
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Based on the search performed, various chart types may be available for you to
further customize your report. Each chart type carries its own customization
options that we’ll explore as we look at the charting toolbar.
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• The 3D checkbox allows you to toggle between 2D and 3D rendering of a chart.
• The Chart Options dropdown menu lists the display variations available for the
selected chart type. Any time you change the chart type, the Chart Options
dropdown menu is dynamically updated to display the correct options for the
selected chart type.
• Clicking the Chart Colors icon opens the Chart Colors dialog, which enables you
to specify the color properties for the data series, the legend and the plot area.
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• The Transparency Level dropdown menu enables you to display the chart's data
series as opaque (solid) or transparent to some degree. Available transparency
levels include 25%, 50% and 75%. By default, data series are displayed as
Opaque.
• The Shading Effects dropdown menu lists the shading (light casting) effects that
you can apply to the data series based on the currently selected chart type and
whether the chart is set to display in a 2D or 3D format.
• The 321 dropdown menu provides the options for positioning the legend relative
to the plot area of the chart. By default, the legend position is set to Top Right.
This also controls the Value Labels with options for displaying numeric value
labels relative to series data points (e.g., bars or pie slices) within a chart. The
available options vary depending on the selected chart type.
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Let’s go back and talk about the Save and Reports icon on the Search Results
toolbar. Once you have created a search that you want to save to run again at
another time, click the Save icon in the toolbar. Depending on your level of access
for the Application you’re searching, you may be able to save the report as a global
report, which you can then share with others. All reports are simply a saved set of
search criteria, so each time you access a report, you’re actually re-running the
search. This ensures you always have real-time data in your report. Once a report
has been saved, it can later be modified and either saved as an entirely new report,
or the changes can be saved to the original report. Reports can be displayed in
iViews on a dashboard, can be exported into a variety of formats, and can be
accessed from either the Reports icon dropdown arrow or the Master Reports
Listing at the top of the Archer interface.
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A Personal report is a private report. Only the user who created it can access it. You
can send a link to your Personal report to another user, but when that user opens the
link, the report will be re-run using the criteria from your search. Note that if you
are trying to send a set of records to another user, you should use the export icon.
Exporting your results ensures the information you want to send will be sent without
re-running the search.

A Global report is a report that can be shared with other users. Other users will be
able to see a Global report in the Master Reports Listing and other areas where
reports are shown (Dashboard, Navigation Menu, Reports icon.) Global reports
may be permissioned to all other users, a select group of users, or even just one
other person. Only users with some kind of administrative access will have the
option to save Global reports.
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Once saved, reports can be also displayed within iViews for end users to see upon
accessing a Dashboard, bringing us full circle.
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This concludes Policy Management End User Training in the Archer system. As
always, we thank you for your time.
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